Virtual QUESTION JUDGE/ Chat Box Scorer

Ensure that:

- The correct teams are in the competition room and can hear the moderator
- The moderator is reading questions from the correct round
- The moderator is reading the questions correctly
- Make sure that the moderator is not skipping words, & using correct pronunciations
- Be Prepared to take over if something happens to the moderator’s internet connection
- Stop the moderator if they are reading a wrong question, reading a bonus question that wasn’t earned or giving an answer when they shouldn’t

Keep the score updated in chat box

- Update the scores in the chat box after each question
- Use the Following Format: Question number- Question score- Total running score

Challenges

ALL challenges must be called in to the National Appeals “Room” and must be made before the moderator begins the next question.

Minimum Requirements:

- Be able to follow the competition flow
- Know and be able to apply all of the rules
- Read and review the questions prior to the event